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Mothers know best: redirecting adolescent reward
sensitivity toward safe behavior during risk taking
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Despite being one of the healthiest developmental periods, morbidity and mortality rates increase dramatically during adolescence, largely due to
preventable, risky behaviors. Heightened reward sensitivity, coupled with ineffective cognitive control, has been proposed to underlie adolescents risk
taking. In this study, we test whether reward sensitivity can be redirected to promote safe behavior. Adolescents completed a risk-taking task in the
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risky behavior is less rewarding) and redirected to promote cognitive
control?
Because neural regions involved in motivation and cognitive processes undergo significant reorganization during adolescence (Nelson
et al., 2005), the adolescent brain is thought to be highly flexible and
malleable (Crone and Dahl, 2012) and therefore particularly sensitive
to social influences. While prior work has focused on the social contexts which may increase risk taking, for instance peer presence (Chein
et al., 2011), social contexts can also decrease risk taking, such as parental presence. Indeed, parents represent one of the most direct and
proximal sources of influence over teenagers. Although parents tend to
adjust their supervisory practices to allow their adolescent children to
be more independent, adolescents tend to engage in more maladaptive,
risky behaviors during unsupervised time (Richardson et al., 1993;
Beck et al., 2001; Borawski et al., 2003), highlighting the important
role of parents in decreasing adolescent risk taking. While parents may
decrease adolescent risk-taking merely by serving as gatekeepers and
limiting adolescents’ opportunities to make poor decisions, we propose
that parents may actually change the ways in which adolescents think
and reason about risks during both active/deliberative as well as more
automatic decision-making processes.
Parental influence on adolescent risk taking may occur in several
ways. First, due to the relative immaturity of their prefrontal cortex,
adolescents may not yet have the cognitive resources to effectively
avoid risky behaviors and so parents may play an important scaffolding
role, helping their children to regulate their behaviors and engage in
more adaptive decision making. Thus, parents may facilitate improved
cognitive control and thereby reduce their adolescents’ risk taking.
Second, parents may reduce the affective and rewarding nature of
engaging in risky behavior. That is, risk taking may be comparatively
less rewarding and more aversive in the presence of family, and so the
typical heightened reward response following risky behaviors may be
attenuated. Lastly, parents may serve to redirect adolescents’ reward
sensitivity toward safe behavior, such that reward and cognitive control
systems interact to promote safe choices. Most prior work has
focused on the negative contexts (e.g. peer presence) in which
heightened reward sensitivity and immature cognitive control interact
to lead to maladaptive behavior (Chein et al., 2011). However, several
studies have demonstrated that rewards can also lead to improvements
in cognitive control through bottom-up processes that increase
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INTRODUCTION
Despite being one of the healthiest developmental periods, morbidity
and mortality rates increase 300% from childhood to adolescence
(National Center for Health Statistics, 2013; Kann et al., 2014) with
over 70% of adolescent deaths each year due to risk-taking behaviors,
such as reckless driving (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention,
2012). Evidence from developmental neuroscience suggests that risktaking behavior increases during adolescence partly due to relatively
early functional development of brain regions involved in reward sensitivity (e.g. ventral striatum) compared with more protracted functional maturation of brain regions supporting cognitive control (e.g.
the prefrontal cortex [PFC]; Somerville et al., 2010). Heightened
reward sensitivity, coupled with ineffective cognitive control, has largely been thought to underlie adolescents’ orientation toward risky
behavior (Steinberg, 2008; Casey et al., 2011). While most prior
work has focused on how this heightened reward sensitivity creates
vulnerabilities for adolescents, leading to increases in risk taking, scholars have begun to question these dual systems models of adolescent
brain development (Crone and Dahl, 2012; Pfeifer and Allen, 2012).
Recent evidence suggests that rewards can play an adaptive role, facilitating cognitive control. For example, rewarding cues (e.g. monetary
rewards; happy faces) enhance inhibitory control (Hardin et al., 2009;
Kohls et al., 2009; Teslovich et al., 2014), perhaps by serving to motivate adolescents to engage in effortful control. Moreover, the ventral
striatum may itself serve a regulatory function (Pfeifer et al., 2011).
Thus, heightened reward sensitivity, which has largely been proposed
to underlie adolescent risk taking (Steinberg, 2008; Casey et al., 2011),
may also shape adolescents’ motivations to engage in greater cognitive
control. In this study, we test whether adolescents’ heightened reward
sensitivity can be redirected to promote cognitive control and safe
behavior during risk-taking. In other words, can the heightened
reward response we typically see during risk taking be reduced (i.e.
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activation in brain regions involved in regulation (e.g. ventrolateral
prefrontal cortex [VLPFC]; Geier et al., 2010; Smith et al., 2011). We
therefore examined whether parental presence functions through
bottom-up processing, whereby the parent elicits a reward-related response that boosts adolescents’ motivation to regulate their
behavior. Thus, we tested whether parents increase neural coupling
between the ventral striatum and PFC to facilitate safe behavior
during risk taking.

Risk-taking task
The stoplight task measures risk taking at the behavioral and neural
level (Gardner and Steinberg, 2005; Chein et al., 2011). Adolescents
completed a simulated driving course in which they encountered a
number of stoplights and had to decide whether to ‘stop’ or ‘go’ by
pressing one of two buttons (see Figure 1). A decision to ‘go’ through
the intersection is the fastest option, but participants risk the possibility of crashing, which causes a 6 s delay. If they choose to ‘stop’, participants do not risk crashing, but it results in a short, 3 s delay.
Participants were told that the goal is to get through the driving
course in as short of a time as possible to win more money. The

Fig. 1 The stoplight task.

monetary incentive was used to encourage risk taking (Chein et al.,
2011).
Adolescents completed two rounds of the stoplight task during two
functional brain scans. Similar to the manipulation used by Steinberg
and colleagues with peers (Chein et al., 2011), adolescents played one
round of the game while their mother was watching and one round in
which they were alone. During the mother condition, the participant’s
mother was instructed to speak into the intercom naturally and authentically, informing their child that they would be watching during
the whole scan. Instructions were given to avoid any comments that
might explicitly or intentionally bias their child’s behavior. During the
alone condition, the researcher spoke into the microphone and informed the participant that nobody would be watching during the
round. Run order was counterbalanced across participants.
During each round of the task, participants were presented with 26
intersections. The probability of crashing was kept constant at 30%
(i.e. eight intersections out of the 26 total intersections had cars approaching on the cross street, resulting in a crash if the participant
made a ‘go’ decision), but this was not explicitly revealed to participants. The timing of traffic signals and the presence of a car on the
cross street varied so as to be unpredictable by the participant and to
introduce variable ITIs. At the end of each round, participants were
presented with their overall time and the number of crashes. Due to
learning effects, such that participants show higher behavioral risk
performance during initial rounds of the task followed by decreased
and more stable risk patterns thereafter (Peake et al., 2013), participants played two practice rounds of the task, each with 26 intersections, prior to entering the scanner.
Behaviorally, we examined the percent of decisions that are risky and
safe and examined differences based on maternal presence. In terms of
reaction time differences, the task is not optimized to collect reaction
time. Because of the long inter-trial interval (12 s between stoplights),
participants often make their decision prior to seeing the yellow light.
Although they are instructed to make the decision and subsequent
button response only after seeing the yellow light, many participants
press the button before the yellow light appears. Such button responses
are not recorded. Unfortunately, this precludes our ability to examine
reaction time differences.
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METHODS
Participants
Thirty adolescent-mother dyads participated. Two participants were
excluded due to excessive movement (>3 mm), two participants did
not complete the scan, and one participant’s behavioral responses were
not recorded due to technical issues. Our final sample included 25
fourteen-year-old adolescents and their mother (adolescents:
Mage ¼ 14.43 years; 15 males; mothers: Mage ¼ 43.89 years).
Adolescent participants were predominantly from EuropeanAmerican (n ¼ 18) or African-American (n ¼ 5) backgrounds with
the remaining from Asian-American (n ¼ 1) or Central-American
(n ¼ 1) backgrounds. Mothers reported their highest levels of education as high school (n ¼ 1), some college (n ¼ 8), college (n ¼ 3) and
graduate, medical or law school (n ¼ 13). All participants provided
written assent and consent in accordance with the Institutional
Review Board.

E. H.Telzer et al.

Mothers know best
fMRI data acquisition and analysis
fMRI data acquisition
Imaging data were collected using a 3 Tesla Siemens Trio MRI scanner.
The stoplight task included T2*-weighted echoplanar images (EPI)
(slice thickness ¼ 3 mm; 38 slices; TR ¼ 2 s; TE ¼ 25 ms; matrix ¼ 92  92; FOV ¼ 230 mm; voxel size 2.5  2.5  3 mm3).
Structural scans consisted of a T2*weighted, matched-bandwidth
(MBW), high-resolution, anatomical scan (TR ¼ 4 s; TE ¼ 64 ms;
FOV ¼ 230; matrix ¼ 192  192; slice thickness ¼ 3 mm; 38 slices)
and a T1* magnetization-prepared rapid-acquisition gradient echo
(MPRAGE; TR ¼ 1.9 s; TE ¼ 2.3 ms; FOV ¼ 230; matrix ¼ 256  256;
sagittal plane; slice thickness ¼ 1 mm; 192 slices). The orientation
for the MBW and EPI scans was oblique axial to maximize brain
coverage.
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subject contrasts were then submitted to random-effects, group-level
analyses. The following analyses were run at each voxel across the
entire brain volume: StopMother-StopAlone, GoMother-GoAlone
and PassMother-PassAlone. Because of the low frequency of crash
events (i.e. there were only eight possible crash events per run), we
had restricted power to test for CrashMother-CrashAlone. We present
this contrast for the 17 participants who had at least four crash trials
per condition.
We conducted psychophysiological interaction (PPI) analyses
(Friston et al., 1997) to examine functional coupling between the ventral striatum and cognitive control regions. We used the ventral striatum as the seed region, as the striatum has been consistently linked
with the experience of rewards. The striatum was defined structurally
using the WFUpickatlas (Tzourio-Mazoyer, et al., 2002; Maldjian et al.,
2003, 2004). PPI analyses were run using a generalized form of context-dependent PPI. Specifically, the automated gPPI toolbox in SPM
(gPPI; McLaren et al., 2012) was used to i) extract the deconvolved
times series from the ventral striatum region of interest (ROI) for each
participant to create the physiological variables; ii) convolve each trial
type with the canonical HRF, creating the psychological regressor; and
iii) multiply the time series from the psychological regressors with the
physiological variable to create the PPI interaction terms. This interaction term identified regions that covaried in a task-dependent
manner with the striatum. For the first-level model, one regressor
representing the deconvolved BOLD signal was included alongside
each psychological and PPI interaction terms for each condition type
to create a gPPI model. These first levels models created gPPI models
for the following contrasts: Stop Decisions, Go Decisions, and Pass
Outcomes for the Mother Present and Alone conditions separately.
At the group level, we conducted random effect analyses to compare
functional coupling between conditions of interest.
To correct for multiple comparisons, we conducted a Monte Carlo
simulation implemented using 3dClustSim in the software package
AFNI (Ward, 2000). We used our group-level brain mask, which
included only gray matter. Results of the simulation indicated a
voxel-wise threshold of P < 0.005 combined with a minimum cluster
size of 35 voxels for the whole brain, corresponding to P < 0.05, false
wise error (FWE) corrected. We used the MarsBaR toolbox to extract
parameter estimates from significant clusters in the group-level
analyses. To ensure that the neural effects are not driven by differences
in the number of trials in the analyses (e.g. more stop decisions
when mothers are present then when alone), all fMRI analyses
covary for the number of decisions to stop during Alone and
Mother conditions.
RESULTS
Behavioral results
Adolescents made significantly more risky decisions (i.e. ‘go’) when
alone than when their mothers were present [F(1, 24) ¼ 3.9, P < 0.001;
Figure 2]. In prior studies using this same task, the presence of peers
increased risk-taking behavior of adolescent participants (Gardner and
Steinberg, 2005; Chein et al., 2011). In contrast, we find that the presence of mothers reduces risk-taking behavior.
fMRI results
Main effects
Our first fMRI analyses collapsed across conditions to test what regions
were activated when making safe and risky choices irrespective of
maternal presence. In whole brain t-tests, we examined neural activation during Stop decisions, Go decisions and Passes. When adolescents
made decisions to Stop (compared with baseline), they did not show
heightened activation in any region. When making Go decisions
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fMRI data preprocessing and analysis
Neuroimaging data were preprocessed and analyzed using Statistical
Parametric Mapping (SPM8; Wellcome Department of Cognitive
Neurology, Institute of Neurology, London, UK). Preprocessing for
each participant’s images included spatial realignment to correct for
head motion (no participant exceeded 2 mm of maximum image-toimage motion in any direction). The realigned functional data were
coregistered to the high resolution MPRAGE, which was then segmented into cerebrospinal fluid, grey matter and white matter. The
normalization transformation matrix from the segmentation step was
then applied to the functional and T2 structural images, thus transforming them into standard stereotactic space as defined by the
Montreal Neurological Institute and the International Consortium
for Brain Mapping. The normalized functional data were smoothed
using an 8 mm Gaussian kernel, full-width-at-half maximum, to increase the signal-to-noise ratio.
Statistical analyses were performed using the general linear model
(GLM) in SPM8. Each trial was convolved with the canonical hemodynamic response function. High-pass temporal filtering with a cutoff
of 128 s was applied to remove low-frequency drift in the time series.
Serial autocorrelations were estimated with a restricted maximum likelihood algorithm with an autoregressive model order of 1.
In each participant’s fixed-effects analysis, a GLM was created with
four regressors of interest each for the alone condition and mother
condition, modeled as events: two decision regressors (Stop and Go)
and two outcome regressors (Crash and Pass). In addition, the wait
time after stop decisions were modeled as well as the final ‘Game Over’
period at the end of each run, to remove these from the implicit
baseline. This resulted in 12 conditions, six each for alone and
mother: StopMother, GoMother, PassMother, CrashMother,
WaitMother, GameOverMother, StopAlone, GoAlone, PassAlone,
CrashAlone, WaitAlone and GameOverAlone.
Because the task was self-paced, the duration of the decision trials
(stop or go) represented the time from which the traffic light appeared
until the participant made a response, and the duration for the outcome (pass or crash) was 1 s. The onset of the crash event corresponded to another car crashing into the participant’s car. The pass
and wait events had no specific onset time. However, because the crash
events happened at most 2 s after the yellow light, we modeled the pass
and wait events as being 2 s after the yellow light, the point at which the
outcome of the risky decision was clear. Each was modeled with a 1 s
duration. Null events, consisting of the jittered intertrial intervals, were
not explicitly modeled and therefore constituted an implicit baseline.
The parameter estimates resulting from the GLM were used to create
linear contrast images comparing each of four event conditions
(decisions: Go, Stop; outcomes: Crash, Pass) during the Alone round
to the corresponding conditions in the Mother round. The individual
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Fig. 2 Behavioral performance. Adolescents made significantly fewer risky choices when their
mothers were present than when alone. Error bars represent SEM.

Interactions between Alone and Mother present condition
Next, we examined differences in neural activation during Stop decisions, Go decisions and Passes when adolescents were alone compared
with mother present (Alone vs Mother).
Decisions
When adolescents made decisions to stop when their mothers were
present compared with alone (StopMother-StopAlone), they showed
increased activation in the left VLPFC and the MPFC (Figure 3a,
Table 2). For descriptive purposes, we extracted parameter estimates
of signal intensity from the VLPFC and MPFC clusters when
adolescents made Stop decisions when alone (StopAlone-baseline)
and when their mother was present (StopMother-baseline). As
shown in Figure 3b, adolescents demonstrated significantly greater activation in the VLPFC and MPFC when making safe decisions in the
presence of their mother compared with alone. When adolescents
made decisions to go through the intersection when their mothers
were present compared with alone (GoMother-GoAlone), they also
showed increased activation in the MPFC (Table 2).
To further probe these effects, we extracted parameter estimates of
signal intensity from the clusters in the MPFC and left VLPFC for the
four conditions relative to baseline (StopAlone, GoAlone, StopMother
and GoMother). We used these parameters in SPSS to conduct interaction analyses. For the VLPFC, we find a significant main effect of
context [Mother vs Alone; F(1,23) ¼ 20.66, P < 0.0001] as well as a
significant interaction [F(1,23) ¼ 6.5, P < 0.01], such that the VLPFC
is recruited significantly more within the Mother condition for Stop
(M ¼ 2.14, SEM ¼ 0.96) than Go (M ¼ 0.41, SEM ¼ 0.54) decisions
[t(24) ¼ 2.2, P < 0.05]. In contrast, when alone, adolescents tend to
recruit the VLPFC more when making Go (M ¼  1.64, SEM ¼ 0.43)
than Stop (M ¼ 3.06, SEM ¼ 0.62) decisions [t(24) ¼ 2.07, P ¼ 0.05].
Importantly, the VLPFC is activated significantly more than baseline

Fig. 3 (a) Neural activation during decisions to ‘stop’ when adolescents’ mothers were present
compared with alone. For descriptive purposes, parameters estimates of signal intensity were
extracted from the VLPFC and MPFC cluster separately for Stop decisions when Alone and Mother
Present (relative to baseline). Error bars represent SEM.

only in the Mother condition [t(24) ¼ 2.1, P < 0.05] when making safe
decisions. For the MPFC, we find a significant main effect of context
[Mother vs Alone; F(1,23) ¼ 19.44, P < 0.0001], but do not find an
interaction.
Outcomes
When adolescents successfully passed through an intersection without
crashing following a risky decision (PassMother-PassAlone), they
showed significantly less activation in the amygdala and ventral
striatum when their mothers were present compared with alone
(Figure 4a; Table 2). For descriptive purposes, we extracted parameter
estimates of signal intensity from the ventral striatum and amygdala
clusters for successful passes when adolescents were alone (StopAlonebaseline) and when their mother was present (StopMom-baseline). As
shown in Figure 4b, adolescents demonstrated significantly greater activation in the ventral striatum and amygdala following a successful
risky decision when alone than when their mother was present. We do
not find any significant effects for Crash outcomes (CrashMotherCrashAlone). However, because most participants had too few crash
events for statistical tests, we have limited power for this analysis.
Therefore this null result should be interpreted with caution.
PPI analysis
Using the ventral striatum as the seed region, we first extracted parameter estimates of signal intensity during Stop and Go decisions and
Pass outcomes during the Alone and Mother Present conditions and
ran paired-samples t-tests. Adolescents demonstrated greater ventral
striatum activation when making stop decisions when their mother
was present (M ¼ 2.09, SEM ¼ 1.19) than when alone [M ¼ 0.76,
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(compared with baseline), adolescents showed heightened activation in
the ventral striatum, insula, dACC and SMA. In addition, we compared activation between Stop and Go decisions collapsed across
conditions. Adolescents demonstrated greater activation in the
insula, dACC and midbrain when making Go decisions relative to
Stop decisions. The only region that was more active during Stop
compared with Go decisions was the precentral gyrus. Finally, when
adolescents successfully passed through an intersection without
crashing following a risky decision, they demonstrated heightened activation in a large cluster encompassing the superior frontal gyrus,
precuneous and extending into the left temporoparietal junction
(TPJ) (Table 1).

Mothers know best
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Table 1 Brain regions activated during the stoplight task irrespective of maternal presence
Contrast

Anatomical region

BA

x

y

z

t

k

12
33
36
3
33
15

5
29
14
14
13
2

2
2
7
43
67
54

4.96
3.48
3.84
4.21
4.24
3.35

191
110
93
621
472
57

Precentral gyrus

42

22

61

4.67

47

Insula
dACC
SMA
Postcentral gyrus
Midbrain
R Precuneus
L Precuneus

39
9
9
45
6
18
9

5
8
20
19
28
76
73

10
43
48
49
14
40
46

5.94
4.73
4.26
5.53
4.18
5.32
5.39

266
1278a

24
9
12
54
6

11
73
73
42
58

55
43
46
34
26

5.97
4.99
4.07
5.49
3.93

2957b

Stop Decisions
–
Go Decisions
Ventral striatum
R Insula
L Insula
dACC
Precentral gyrus
SMA

32/24

Stop-Go Decisions
Go-Stop Decisions
a
a

Pass Outcome
Superior frontal gyrus
R Precuneus
L Precuneus
TPJ
Cerebellum

b
b
b

122

Note. BA refers to putative Broadman’s areas. x, y, and z refer to MNI coordinates; t refers to the t-score at those coordinates (local maxima); k refers to the number of voxels in each
significant cluster. TPJ, temporoparietal junction; SMA, supplementary motor area; dACC, dorsoanterior cingulate cortex. a,b regions are part of the same cluster; – indicates no
significant clusters were identified.

Fig. 4 (a) Neural activation during successful passes when adolescents were alone compared with
mother present. For descriptive purposes, parameters estimates of signal intensity were extracted
from the ventral striatum and amygdala clusters separately for Passes when Alone and Mother
Present (relative to baseline). Error bars represent SEM.

Fig. 5 (a) PPI analysis during stop decisions when mothers were present compared with alone.
Significant activation represents positive coupling with the ventral striatum. (b) For descriptive purposes, parameters estimates of signal intensity were extracted from the VLPFC cluster
separately for Stop decisions when Alone and Mother Present (relative to baseline). Error bars
represent SEM.
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Table 2 Brain regions activated during the stoplight task when adolescents’ were alone compared with mother present
Contrast

Anatomical region

BA

R MPFC
L VLPFC
Precuneus
L Postcentral gyrus
R Postcentral gyrus

32/10
47/11

–

–

VLPFC

47

x

y

z

t

k

9
42
0
42
51

47
35
61
19
7

10
8
19
34
34

4.34
3.01
4.10
4.19
3.95

53
46
60
75
44

39

23

8

3.33

36

9
9

41
44

8
5

4.15
3.97

62
44

6
12
45

22
1
19

5
46
49

4.02
3.52
3.90

117
417
157

3
26

5
5

11
24

4.50
3.26

52
36

27

22

52

3.70

54

27
18
44
48
33
27
3
16

5
17
20
40
20
11
28
3

24
5
8
43
40
55
34
16

3.56
3.78
3.64
4.14
4.97
4.70
4.54
3.55

38
40
53
186
41
114
439
43

30

29

14

4.64

47

30
20
45
0
51
0
12
30

29
62
41
50
2
25
5
20

14
0
22
10
16
52
10
11

4.20
5.61
3.76
3.76
3.45
3.45
5.45
3.28

37
52
54
55
47
103
199
37

3
6

59
22

1
6

5.79
4.46

63
78

3
22
51

41
0
22

13
14
14

3.17
3.88
3.95

41
53
40

Decisions
StopMother-StopAlone

StopAlone-StopMother
StopMother
StopAlone
–
GoMother-GoAlone
R MPFC
L MPFC

32/10
10

GoAlone-GoMother
–
–

–

Midbrain
R ACC
R Precentral gyrus

24/32

Go Alone

Outcomes
PassAlone-PassMother
VS
L Amygdala
PassMother-PassAlone
–

–

PassMother
R Precentral gyrus
PassAlone
L Amygdala
VS
R Insula
R TPJ
L Middle frontal gyrus
R Middle frontal gyrus
Posterior Cingulate Cortex
R Caudate

40
6

PPI with VS
StopMother-StopAlone
R VLPFC

47/11

StopAlone-StopMother
–
StopMother
R VLPFC
L VLPFC
R DLPFC
MPFC
Precentral gyrus
SMA
Caudate
Insula

47
46
32/10

StopAlone
MPFC
Caudate

32/10

GoMother-GoAlone
–
GoAlone-GoMother
–

–

–

–

GoMother
GoAlone
dACC
L Amygdala
STS

(continued)
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Table 2 Continued
Contrast

Anatomical region

BA

–

–

–

–

Temporal pole
Posterior cingulate cortex

21

x

y

z

t

k

51
6

4
40

23
1

4.53
4.14

99
175

54
27
51
51
12
3

14
4
28
26
40
7

8
14
16
23
4
49

4.06
5.29
4.25
3.86
4.38
3.55

54
40
132
104
530
38

PassMother-PassAlone
PassAlone-PassMother
PassMother
PassAlone
R Insula
R Amygdala
R TPJ
L TPJ
Posterior cingulate cortex
SMA

Note. BA refers to putative Broadman’s areas. x, y, and z refer to MNI coordinates; t refers to the t-score at those coordinates (local maxima); k refers to the number of voxels in each
significant cluster. MPFC, medial prefrontal cortex; VLPFC, ventrolateral prefrontal cortex; DMPFC, dorsomedial prefrontal cortex; VS, ventral striatum; SMA, supplementary motor area; TPJ,
temporoparietal junction; STS, superior temporal sulcus; dACC, dorsoanterior cingulate cortex; DLPFC, dorsolateral prefrontal cortex; – indicates no significant clusters were identified.

DISCUSSION
Adolescence is a developmental period marked by exquisite changes in
functional brain development. Heightened reward sensitivity, coupled
with relatively less developed cognitive control, has largely been
thought to underlie adolescents’ engagement in risky behavior
(Steinberg, 2008; Casey et al., 2011). In this study, we test whether
the presence of parents alters adolescent risk taking via changes in
reward sensitivity and cognitive control.
Our findings suggest that maternal presence has a large impact on
adolescents’ risky behavior and brain function. When mothers were
present, adolescents engaged in significantly less risky behavior.
Surprisingly, prior research showing that parental supervision is associated with lower adolescent risk taking has all been correlational
(Richardson et al., 1993; Beck et al., 2001; Borawski et al., 2003).
This is the first study to experimentally demonstrate the protective
role that parental presence plays on reducing adolescent risk taking.
Importantly, we identified the neural mechanisms by which mothers

decrease their adolescent’s risk taking. First, adolescents showed greater
recruitment of the VLPFC when making safe decisions in the presence
of their mothers. The VLPFC is involved in self-control and the ability
to regulate and control one’s prepotent thoughts and behaviors (Baker
et al., 1997; Gray et al., 2002) and plays a causal role in goal-directed
inhibitory control, including the braking of motor responses (Wessel
et al., 2013). These results suggest that mothers boost self-control by
increasing PFC activation, facilitating more deliberative and safe decisions. In addition, adolescents showed heightened activation in the
MPFC when making both safe and risky decisions when their
mother was present. The MPFC is involved in monitoring and computing the reward value of ongoing cognitive tasks (Pochon et al.,
2002), as well as the subjective value of rewards (Kable and
Glimcher, 2007; Levy et al., 2010). Thus, when their mothers are present, adolescents may evaluate the relative reward of running the stoplight vs stopping. The MPFC is also involved in self-related processing
and thinking about close others (Mitchell et al., 2006), and so adolescents may be incorporating their mothers’ perspective to inform their
own behavior and decide whether to engage in risky decisions.
Second, adolescents showed decreased activation in the ventral striatum and amygdala following a risky decision in the presence of their
mothers. The ventral striatum has been consistently linked with hedonic rewards, tends to be more active in adolescents than children or
adults during reward and risk-taking tasks and predicts greater engagement in real-life risk taking behavior (Galvan et al. 2006, 2007). The
amygdala codes for emotionally salient stimuli and tends to be more
active in adolescents than adults during emotion (particularly positive
emotions) and reward processing (Ernst et al., 2005; Hare et al. 2008;
for reviews see Somerville et al., 2011, Nelson et al., 2014). Together,
our findings suggest that mothers reduce the rewarding and salient
nature of engaging in risk taking, perhaps taking the fun out of
being risky. Thus, when adolescents make risky decisions in the presence of their mothers, they respond to risky outcomes with decreased
amygdala and ventral striatum activation than when making the same
risky decisions alone.
Finally, and most novel, maternal presence facilitated functional
coupling between neural regions involved in reward and cognitive
control processing when adolescents made safe but not risky decisions,
suggesting that mothers increased the rewarding nature of engaging in
cognitive control. These functional connectivity results suggest that
within adolescents, those who engage the ventral striatum to a greater
extent also engage the VLPFC more when making safe decisions, but
this only occurs when adolescents’ mothers are present. Theories of
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SEM ¼ 0.46; t(24) ¼ 2.44, P < 0.05], but did not differ when making go
decisions when their mother was present (M ¼ 0.99, SEM ¼ 0.83) compared with alone [M ¼ 0.23, SEM ¼ 0.79; t(24) ¼ 0.6, ns]. For Pass
outcomes, adolescents showed significantly greater activation when
alone (M ¼ 0.58, SEM ¼ 0.38) compared with when their mother was
present [M ¼ 1.10, SEM ¼ 0.40; t(24) ¼ 4.56, P < 0.0001].
Next, we conducted PPI analyses to test for functional connectivity
between the ventral striatum and cognitive control regions. When
adolescents made a decision to stop (StopMother-StopAlone), we
found a significant interaction between the ventral striatum and
VLPFC. For descriptive purposes, we extracted parameter estimates
of signal intensity from the VLPFC cluster that showed a significant
interaction with the VS and plotted the effects separately for
StopMother and StopAlone (vs baseline). As shown in Figure 5, adolescents show VS-VLPFC coupling significantly greater when their
mothers are present than when alone (Table 1). To further probe
this effect, we ran PPI analyses separately for the Mother and Alone
condition for Stop decisions. Adolescents do not show significant
functional coupling between the VS and VLPFC when alone but do
show significant coupling between these regions when their mother
was present (Table 1). No brain regions differentially functionally
interacted with the VS during decisions to Go (GoMother-GoAlone)
or during successful passes (PassMother-PassAlone; see Table 1 for
Mother and Alone conditions separately).
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their teenagers’ decision making capacities in ways that allow their
children to engage in more mature cognitive processes. Importantly,
our findings suggest that parents do not just serve as gatekeepers but
actually change the ways in which adolescents think and reason about
risks.
Conflict of Interest
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adolescent risk-taking propose that heightened reward sensitivity largely underlies increased risk-taking during adolescence (Steinberg,
2008), and most prior work has focused on the contexts in which
reward sensitivity leads to maladaptive, risky behavior, for example,
in the presence of peers (Chein et al., 2011). Here, we demonstrate that
safe behavior occurs when the ventral striatum is functionally coupled
with the VLPFC when mothers are present. Thus, heightened coupling
between these regions is associated with safer behavior, suggesting that
maternal presence may promote a reward response that boosts adolescents’ engagement of cognitive control and promotes more safe decision making. Importantly, the very same neural circuitry (i.e. ventral
striatum) that has been linked to greater risk taking may also be related
to thoughtful, more deliberative and safe decisions when mothers are
present. Therefore, maternal presence may serve to redirect adolescents’ reward sensitivity away from risk (i.e. reduced ventral striatum
activation during risky outcomes) and toward more safe behavior (i.e.
increased VS-PFC coupling during safe decisions). Because PPI analyses are not directional, an alternative explanation for functional coupling between the ventral striatum and VLPFC is that engaging in
cognitive control in the presence of their mother is a rewarding process. In other words, recruitment of cognitive control facilitates safe
decisions in the presence of their mother which results in a heighted
sense of reward.
Our findings contribute to conceptualizations of adolescent neurodevelopment. While dual systems models (Steinberg, 2008; Somerville
et al., 2010; Casey et al., 2011) have gained considerable attention,
several alternative perspectives have been proposed (Crone and Dahl,
2012; Pfeifer and Allen, 2012). For example, striatal reactivity is not
always associated with greater adolescent risk taking, as suggested by
dual system models, and, depending on the context, striatal reactivity
can result in lower risk taking behavior (Pfeifer et al., 2011; Telzer
et al., 2013). We build upon these findings and show that ventral
striatum activation is associated with safe decision making when it
occurs in tandem with cognitive control-related neural activation in
the presence of mothers. Together, our findings underscore the importance of understanding the social context in which adolescent decision making occurs and suggests that the striatum plays a diverse
function, sometimes promoting risky behavior but at other times
deterring risky behavior depending upon the motivational context.
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Therefore, our effects are likely not due to someone watching vs not
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and our findings could be due to other factors that differ between the
studies (e.g. characteristics of the samples, age, etc.). Thus, future work
should examine how both parents and peers impact adolescent decision making and neural processing during risk taking as well as the
differential role of parental and authority figures to test whether adults
decrease adolescent risk taking or whether our patterns are specific to
parents.
Mothers in our study did not vocally encourage or discourage any
kind of behavior, actively regulate their child’s decisions or provide
feedback. Instead, mothers simply told their child they would be present and watching. Our findings suggest that parental influence does
not have to be explicit. The mere presence of a parent in the room or
car may help adolescents to slow down, think twice and make more
deliberative and safe decisions. Parents are in a position to regulate
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